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books
$1500 book of conception
$1000 manual 
$600 journal

typewriters
$950 with heart & skull
$950 with paper & fetus

books
$950 book of gestation
$750 book of flight

porcelain paper
$200 double sided writing—large
$50 single sided writing—small

family album / heart’s blood
$2000 (fountain)

black bones
$150 tibia
$250 femur

Writing Desk
Prices below are for individual 
sculptures
Please inquire for special pricing 
on multiples

books
$1750 book of aspiration 
$350 closed encycloaedia
$250 closed dictionary

flag
$ 500

apple of knowledge
$1250 

school chair
$1000 book of knowledge
$120 winged aple
$120 half apple
$100 whole apple



Dining Table
Prices below are for individual sculptures
Please inquire for special pricing on multiples

a ghost history of the human race

corn
$75 ea.
$100 with tooth

silverware
$50 ea. 
$125 set of spoon, knife & fork

chicken legs
$40 ea.
$50 with wings
$200 with arm

dinner plates
$50 ea. (w/o contents)

small plates
$40 whole (w/o contents)
$70 bitten (w/o contents)

keys and bones
$20 chicken bone
$50 key

bowls
$40 each (w/o contents)
$70 winged (w/o contents)

apples
$100 bitten 
$120 half

chairs
$2000 home is where the heart is
$1250 tiptoe tibia
$1250 sleeping beauty
$1500 armchair

eggs
$20 whole
$40 hatched 
$150 with skull
$200 with fetus

goblets 
$40 whole
$60 bitten

book of his-story
$1800 

tree banners
$800 cluster pine
$800 goat willow
$800 white oak
$800 stone pine

bones
$250 femur
$150 tibia
$300 with bird

hatchets
$250 each
$500 tibia bone handle
$300 ink stained

chickens
$1500 headless
$1250 open wings
$1000 standing
$900 nesting

eggs / fetuses
$40 hatched egg
$175 hatched egg with fetus
$30 blue egg
$50 egg with hatchling | winged | keyed
$150 numeral fetus

axes
$950 splitter axe
$750 chopping axe
$800 axe with seed
$900 axe with fetus
$500 broken splitter axe

porcelain paper
$30 torn
$50 sheets

Stump  Speech
Prices below are for individual 
sculptures
Please inquire for special pricing 
on multiples
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